“Combination of butterfat protein is a cheese maker’s dream. This breed generally runs higher in components than the Swiss breeds. And who wouldn’t fall in love with their gorgeous long pendulous ears?

They are also considered by some as a dual purpose breed, milking well but wethered bucklings also have a place as meat goats.”

- Anne Jones

“Besides their super cute floppy ears and Roman noses, Nubians are known for being very affectionate. They are also very hardy, can live in hot climates, and have a longer breeding season than most dairy goats.”

- Cheryl Lloyd

“We own Nubians because of all the different colors they can be and they have very unique personalities. We also really enjoy their heads with their Roman noses and pendulous ears. Nothing stands out quite like a quality Nubian with exceptional breed character. “

- Colt Churchill

“Why own Nubian?”

“There is just something majestic about their beautiful breed character that makes you love them. They are the most personable breed we have and love their humans almost to a fault. We are happy they are in our lives. “

- Yalonda Patterson Burton

"Their friendly disposition and good milk production along with their unique breed character including those long pendulous ears has made Nubians one of the most popular dairy goat breeds, leading all standard size goats in registrations with ADGA."

- Dan Greene

"The difference between Nubians and other breeds of dairy goats is their personality and unique style. Every Nubian has their own quirks and entertainments. They are fiercely loyal and loving to their herdsman and make sweet, creamy milk perfect for cheese, butter, and yogurt making."

- Michelle Cordova